SALE CONDITIONS
1. Scope
The delivery and conditions of sale below are valid for all the products and services of LiveConf. Any exemption of
these conditions is valid only if LiveConf gives its formal written approval.
2. Payment
The invoiced price is the net price, usually payable in the 30 days as of reception of the goods, without discount. An
interest of 5% will be invoiced in the event of delay of payment; this one runs since the day of the delivery of the
ordered material. LiveConf keeps the right to claim damages or to cancel the contract in the event of lack of obligation.
During the term of payment, the customer can dispute the written invoice with indication of his reasons. At the end of
this period, the invoice is considered accepted without reserve. If the customer does not pay after a second recall,
LiveConf can immediately suspend any contract in progress for the supply of products or/and services. The customer
moreover is held to grant to Nevicom the access to the equipment used, for uninstalling.
3. Supply of items, complaints and guarantees
The objects provided to the customer remain the property of LiveConf until the integral payment of the purchase
price. The customer authorizes LiveConf to register a reserve of property in the Swiss register of properties. The defects
are to be communicated in written to LiveConf immediately, or at the latest 5 days after reception of the bought objects.
The guarantee does not extend to the consumable goods such as batteries. The guarantee is excluded when the customer
carries out interventions without Nevicom’s agreement. When the bought object is defective, LiveConf can give it in
state or provide to the customer a replacement object. Any other claim is expressly excluded.
4. Terms and delivery
Delivery terms are mentioned as an indication only. LiveConf reserves the right to defer any delivery or in the event
of major force, to cancel the contract.
5. Delivery
The carriage of the goods to the purchaser is with the risks and dangers of LiveConf. The damage or losses during
transport by mail or the post office must be noted at the reception of the goods by the purchaser.
6. Guarantee in case of defect
The possible defects must be announced by the purchaser to LiveConf withing 5 days from the delivery date.
7. Maintenance contracts
The maintenance contracts are not mandatory but strongly advised; they are governed by the contracts frameworks
with the manufacturers. These contracts run since the acceptance of the system by LiveConf and this for a 12 months,
36 months or 60 months period according to the contract (1, 3 or 5 years). The contract is renewed tacitly except
cancellation 3 months before the end of the expiry.
8.Legal place of execution
Legal execution place is Geneva ( Switzerland).
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